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When Voices In The Night Become Whispers. . . In the chill of an Oregon night, a
man plunges to his death. Another vanishes without a trace. A third drowns in the
murky waters of a quiet lake. Alone in the dark, a ruthless killer is certain that
every loose end has been cut, every enemy silenced except one. . . Be Afraid. . .
It's been sixteen years since Claire St. John fled in terror from her family's home
on Lake Arrowhead. Sixteen years since her fiancé's tragic death and the
shocking secret she promised never to reveal to anyone. But that was before
journalist Kane Moran began probing the mystery of that horrible night, turning a
light on the darkest corners of Claire's life, exposing her once again to a coldblooded murderer's vicious fury. . . Be Very Afraid. . . Now, as Claire returns
home to face a past she's tried to forget, another body is unearthed, revealing the
twisted nature of a killer who is ready at last to make Claire pay the ultimate
price...
In #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson's riveting novel of heartstopping suspense, New Orleans detectives Rick Bentz and Reuben Montoya
race to help a grief-stricken woman discover the truth about a convent filled with
unholy secrets... The crime scene at St. Marguerite's cathedral in New Orleans is
shocking, even to seasoned detectives like Rick Bentz and Reuben Montoya. A
novice nun named Sister Camille has been found dressed in a yellowed bridal
gown and viciously garroted, her body covered with an altar cloth. Valerie
Houston is devastated by her sister's death. For weeks, she'd begged Camille to
leave St. Marguerite's, where she seemed determined to live as some kind of
martyr. But Camille had a knack for making bad choices--she joined the convent
in part because she'd fallen for Val's soon-to-be ex-husband, Slade. Convinced
the police aren't doing enough, Val begins to investigate. But the deeper Val's
inquiries go, the more twisted the case becomes. St. Marguerite's is far from the
tranquil retreat many believe; everyone has their own agenda. Even Camille had
a hidden life Val never suspected. But someone knew about Camille's past--and
Val's, too. Now she has no choice but to catch a devious, depraved killer intent
on purging St. Marguerite's of all its sins--before she becomes the next victim...
When a series of brutal ritual slayings is linked to Our Lady of Virtues Hospital,
Eve Renner, whose past is tied to this old asylum, must learn to trust her former
lover Cole Dennis, who was accused of attempted murder, when she becomes
the killer's next target.
"Lisa Scottoline delivers another searing, powerful blockbuster novel that
explores hot-button issues within the framework of an intricately plotted thriller.
When a woman and her husband, desperate for a baby, find themselves unable
to conceive, they decide to take further steps. Since it is the husband who is
infertile, the heroine decides to use a donor. And all seems to be well. Three
months pass and she is happily pregnant. But a shocking revelation occurs when
she discovers that a man arrested for a series of brutal murders is her donor - the
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biological father of the child she is carrying. Delving deeper to uncover the truth,
the heroine must face her worst fears, and confront a terrifying truth. Most
Wanted is sure to be Lisa Scottoline's most discussed, bestselling novel yet"-A BUSTLE PERFECT VACATION READ USA Today Bestseller From #1 New
York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson comes a new novel of nerve-jangling
suspense as a woman haunted by guilt realizes that nothing can be trusted—not
even her own memory . . . IF YOU THINK SOMEONE IS OUT TO GET YOU . . .
There are people in Edgewater, Oregon, who think that twenty years ago, Rachel
Gaston got away with murder. But Rachel still has no idea how a foolish
teenaged game turned deadly—or who replaced her soft pellet air gun with a real
weapon. When a figure jumped out at her from the darkness, she fired without
thinking. By the time she recognized her half-brother, Luke, it was too late. Blood
bloomed around his chest . . . AND SOMEONE REALLY IS . . . Rachel’s
horrifying dreams about that night continue. Her anxiety contributed to her
divorce from Detective Cade Ryder, though he blames himself too. And now, as
Rachel’s high school reunion nears, she feels her imagination playing tricks on
her. She’s sure that there’s a hint of unfamiliar cologne in the air. That someone
is tailing her car. Watching her home . . . THEN YOU’RE NOT PARANOID . . .
She’s right to be scared. And as connections surface between a new string of
murders and Luke’s death, Rachel realizes there’s no escaping the past. And
the truth may be darker than her worst fears . . .
In a gripping novel of atmospheric suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Lisa Jackson, a woman returns to her Texas hometown to confront deadly
lies . . . The town of Bad Luck, Texas, is home to all kinds of secrets. Shelby Cole
had her share, before she left to start a new life. After almost ten years away, a
mysterious package arrives at her Seattle home. There’s no return address, just
a photograph of a little girl. Shelby knows immediately that this is the daughter
she was told died at birth—and that going back is the only way to discover what
really happened. Shelby isn’t the only one coming home. A long-ago killing is in
the news again, and Ross McCallum, the man who made a nightmare of
Shelby’s past, has been set free because of recanted testimony. Is he baiting
her, or has someone else lured her back to Bad Luck for their own twisted
purpose? Shelby's inquiries about her baby are met with stonewalling and
hostility. Her only ally is Nevada Smith, the one-time bad boy of Bad Luck.
Nevada was the arresting officer in that decade-old murder case. Now he’s a
suspect. Though shocked by Shelby’s reappearance, and her revelation about
the child he knew nothing about, he’ll do anything to help find their daughter. But
searching for answers draws them into a terrifying scheme, where unspoken
truths will drive a killer to brutal revenge . . .
In this explosive psychological thriller by New York Times bestselling author Lisa
Unger, a young woman’s mysterious gift lands her in the middle of a dangerous
investigation of a little girl’s disappearance. For as long as she can remember,
twenty-year-old Finley Montgomery has been able to see into the future: dream
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about things before they happen, see beyond the physical world, and
unconsciously make supernatural things happen. But Finley can’t control these
powers, and moves to The Hollows to live with her grandmother, a renowned
seer who can help Finely understand and master her gifts. But once in The
Hollows, Finley’s gift proves to be both a blessing and a curse. Like Finley, Merri
and Wolf Montgomery are in the worst possible hell. Their daughter Abbey has
been missing for ten months. Leads exhausted, the police have all but given up
hope; but Merri is unable to shake the feeling that time is running out, and makes
a desperate, last ditch effort to locate her daughter. Finley and Merri are on
winding, treacherous paths towards the same point. When they finally come
together in The Hollows, nothing is as it seems. But one thing is clear: The
Hollows always gets what it wants.
Three very different women--Sandy Cavelli, Liza Danning, and Jennie
Towne--with different motives and goals journey to a windswept island resort,
unaware that a chillingly familiar man, consumed by his thirst for revenge, is
waiting for them. Reprint.
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “An utterly absorbing story about troubled
families and twisted fates. You won’t be able to put it down—and it will haunt you long
after you turn the final page.”—Shari Lapena “A complex crime scene, a missing girl, a
ticking clock: no one writes a more page-turning, gut-wrenching thriller.”—Tess
Gerritsen In #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa Gardner's latest twisty thrill
ride, Detective D. D. Warren and Find Her's Flora Dane return in a race against the
clock to either save a young girl's life...or bring her to justice. The home of a family of
five is now a crime scene: four of them savagely murdered, one—a sixteen-year-old
girl—missing. Was she lucky to have escaped? Or is her absence evidence of
something sinister? Detective D. D. Warren is on the case—but so is survivor-turnedavenger Flora Dane. Seeking different types of justice, they must make sense of the
clues left behind by a young woman who, whether as victim or suspect, is silently
pleading, Look for me.
The basis of the Lifetime biopic Searching for Neverland: a compellingly candid memoir
by Michael Jackson's former bodyguards that reveals amazing truths of the late
superstar's last years-his life in seclusion with his children, his financial crises, his
preparations for the This Is It tour, and the weeks leading up to his shocking death.
Hounded by the tabloid media, driven from his self-made sanctuary at Neverland,
Michael Jackson spent his final years moving from city to city, living with his three
children in virtual seclusion-a futile attempt to escape a world that wouldn't leave him
alone. During that time, two men served as the singer's personal security team: Bill
Whitfield, a former cop and veteran of the security profession, and Javon Beard, a
brash, untested rookie, both single fathers themselves. Stationed at his side nearly
24/7, their job was to see and hear everything that transpired, and to keep everyone
else out, making them the only two men who know what 60 million fans around the
world still want to know: What really happened to the King of Pop? Driven by a desire to
show the world who Michael Jackson truly was, Whitfield and Beard have produced the
only definitive, first-person account of Michael Jackson's last years: the extreme
measures necessary to protect Jackson and his family, the simple moments of
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happiness they managed to share in a time of great stress, the special relationship
Jackson shared with his fans, and the tragic events that culminated in the singer's illfated comeback, This Is It. The truth is far more compelling than anything you've yet
heard. An indispensable piece of pop-culture history, Remember the Time is the story
of a man struggling to live a normal life under extraordinary circumstances, the story of
a father fighting to protect and provide for his children. Remember the Time is the book
that dismantles the tabloid myths once and for all to give Michael Jackson back his
humanity.
A thrilling story of family secrets and murder from New York Times bestseller Lisa
Jackson. If you like Karen Rose, you'll love this. For the wealthy Buchanans, the town
of Prosperity has delivered everything its name promises. Not that Cassidy Buchanan
cares about money, cars, or expensive clothes - unlike her beautiful older sister. All
Cassidy wants is to ride her horses. Then her father hires Brig McKenzie, a handsome
troublemaker who ignites a storm of rivalry. By summer's end, a fatal fire rages through
the Buchanans' saw mill, tearing the family apart - and Brig disappears, presumed
guilty of arson. Seventeen years later, Cassidy has never stopped trying to uncover the
truth about that terrible crime. Now married to Brig's brother, Chase, she's come back
to Prosperity to find closure. Instead, she encounters a fresh nightmare. Another fire is
set, deliberate and deadly. Some view Cassidy as a suspect - others believe she's the
target. All Cassidy knows for sure is that neither her family nor her marriage is quite
what it seems. And that her own final scream may be the last sound she ever hears...
A group of friends are stalked by evil in a thriller from the New York Times bestselling
author who “always delivers edge-of-your-seat suspense!” (Lisa Jackson) Cross your
heart In the summer before their senior year, Coby Rendell and her friends take a
beach trip together. Around a campfire on a foggy June night, Coby, Rhiannon, Yvette
and the others share their darkest secrets, before a tragic accident shatters the bond
between them . . . And hope Twelve years later Coby attends a birthday party reunion
that ends in horror when Yvette's sister's lifeless body is discovered in a hot tub. Soon
others in the original group of tale-tellers begin meeting similar fates—unfortunate
“accidents” shrinking their numbers one by one . . . To die Conflicted by her growing
feelings for Danner Lockwood, the investigating detective, Coby races to unravel a
mystery buried in the past. But someone is watching her every move—someone
prepared to kill again and again to protect a shocking truth . . . Praise for Nancy Bush's
Blind Spot “Engrossing . . . twists you won't see coming!” —Karen Rose, New York
Times bestselling author “Atmospheric . . . sure to cause shivers.” —Book Page “Bush
keeps the story moving quickly and ends with an unexpected twist.” —Publishers
Weekly
Fledgling, Octavia Butler’s last novel, is the story of an apparently young, amnesiac girl
whose alarmingly un-human needs and abilities lead her to a startling conclusion: she
is in fact a genetically modified, 53-year-old vampire. Forced to discover what she can
about her stolen former life, she must at the same time learn who wanted—and still
wants—to destroy her and those she cares for, and how she can save herself. Fledgling
is a captivating novel that tests the limits of "otherness" and questions what it means to
be truly human.
In this gripping novel of suspense by #1 New York Times bestselling author Lisa
Jackson, a small timber town nestled in the shadow of Oregon's Cascade Mountains is
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the perfect place for a killer to hide... For the wealthy Buchanans, the town of Prosperity
has delivered everything its name promises. Not that Cassidy Buchanan cares about
money, cars, or expensive clothes--unlike her beautiful older sister. All Cassidy wants is
to ride her horses. Then her father hires Brig McKenzie, a handsome troublemaker who
ignites a storm of rivalry. By summer's end, a fatal fire rages through the Buchanans'
saw mill, tearing the family apart--and Brig disappears, presumed guilty of arson.
Seventeen years later, Cassidy has never stopped trying to uncover the truth about that
terrible crime. Now married to Brig's brother, Chase, she's come back to Prosperity to
find closure. Instead, she encounters a fresh nightmare. Another fire is set, deliberate
and deadly. Some view Cassidy as a suspect--others believe she's the target. All
Cassidy knows for sure is that neither her family nor her marriage is quite what it
seems. And that her own final scream may be the last sound she ever hears...
IF YOU TELL A LIE Twenty years ago, ex-beauty queen Didi Storm worked the Vegas
strip as a celebrity impersonator. Now, in death, she’s finally getting the publicity she
always craved. To the police, it looks like suicide, or a stunt gone wrong. Her estranged
daughter, Remmi, knows the answer isn’t so simple. Though dressed in Didi’s clothes
and wig, the broken body on the sidewalk isn’t Didi . . . THERE’S NO DOUBT Remmi
was fifteen when she last saw her mother. En route to meet her crush, Noah Scott,
Remmi secretly witnessed Didi handing over one of her newborn twins to a strange
man. Then Didi disappeared, as did Remmi’s other half-sibling. Remmi pleaded with
the authorities to find them, with no success. Yet she’s always sensed that someone is
watching her . . . YOU WILL DIE Noah, now running his own PI firm, resurfaces in
Remmi’s life, determined to find out what happened that long-ago night. As they dig
deeper, the truth about Remmi’s family begins to emerge—a story of greed and twisted
lies that someone will kill again and again to keep hidden . . .
BESTSELLING AUTHOR COLLECTION Reader-favorite romances in collectible
volumes from our bestselling authors Best-Kept Secrets by #1 New York Times
bestselling author Lisa Jackson Previously published as The McCaffertys: Thorne
When his pregnant half sister is injured in a car accident, Thorne McCafferty rushes to
the hospital in his hometown of Grand Hope, Montana. He never expects that Randi's
ER doctor will be his teenage flame, Nicole Stevenson. Nicole has never forgotten the
young love she shared with Thorne—or the sting of his unexplained rejection. Now
they're grown up, but she finds her feelings for Thorne haven't changed. Will they both
be able to move beyond their pasts for a second chance at a happy ending? FREE
BONUS STORY INCLUDED IN THIS VOLUME! Second Chance Cowboy by New York
Times bestselling author B.J. Daniels Just about every woman in Whitehorse, Montana,
dreams about the new agent in town, Hank Monroe—even Arlene Evans, the plain
woman with a painful past. When Arlene's pregnant daughter goes missing, it's up to
Hank to close the case. But with Hank's personal demons coming back to haunt him,
Arlene will have a mystery of her own to solve…

The #1 New York Times bestselling author of You Betrayed Me delivers a “juicy
creep-a-thon . . . [that] builds to a surprising cliffhanger ending” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review). At first, it sounds like the answer to a parent’s prayers:
an elite boarding school in the Oregon mountains where wayward kids turn their
lives around. But behind the idyllic veneer lie disturbing rumors of missing
students and questionable treatments. Jules Farentino knows her half-sister,
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Shaylee, has been going off the rails lately. She’s just not sure Blue Rock
Academy is the answer. Accepting a teaching position there lets Jules keep an
eye on Shay, but also confirms her fears. One student is found hanged, another
near death. Something sinister is at hand—and Jules may already be too late to
stop it. As a brutal snowstorm sweeps in, cutting off the remote campus from the
rest of the world, Jules will discover the Academy’s dark secrets, and confront a
murderous evil without limits, without remorse, without mercy . . . “Her latest
whodunit hits all the marks, taking readers on a nail-biting roller-coaster ride.”
—Library Journal Praise for Lisa Jackson and her novels “Lisa Jackson shows yet
again why she is one of the best at romantic suspense. A pure nail biter.”
—Harlan Coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author “Shiveringly good
suspense! Lisa Jackson ratchets up the tension . . . Each chapter will leave you
wondering who to trust. The answer: You don’t want to know . . .” —Lisa
Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author
"The Cahills of San Francisco are famous for two things: their vast wealth, and
the scandals that surround them. Murder, greed, deadly ambition ... some people
will do anything to get, and keep, the Cahills' kind of money. Not that James
Cahill wants any of it. He's tried to make his own way, less interested in a future
inheritance than in his construction company--and in enjoying the many women
taken in by the easy charms of a handsome, soon-to-be-rich bad boy. Perhaps
there've been too many women. Waking up in a small hospital in Washington
State, bandaged and bruised, James barely recognizes the gorgeous blonde who
comes to visit. Through the haze of pain and medication, he recalls that she is
Sophia, the woman he's been cheating with. Gradually memories return--his
girlfriend, Megan, had found out about Sophia. Now Megan is missing, her sister,
Rebecca, is hounding him--and police and reporters are asking questions too.
James insists he has no idea what happened. Yet he can't escape a feeling of
dread..."--Publisher.
A secret from their youth plunges three adult women into a deadly nightmare in
this suspense thriller by three New York Times–bestselling authors. NO
WARNING In the photograph, three teenaged girls splash in the lake on a
sweltering summer evening. Shiloh, Kat, and Ruth are unaware of the man who
spies on them from the woods. They have no idea how their lives will be changed
by the brutal violence that follows—and the vow of secrecy they take. CAN
PREPARE YOU Fifteen years later, Ruth and Shiloh have both returned to
Prairie Creek, Wyoming, where Kat is deputy sheriff. Though they’ve tried to
leave their shared past behind, each has the feeling that someone is lurking in
the shadows. When a local girl vanishes, Kat is convinced there’s a connection
to that long-ago night. But as the friends unite to find the missing teenager, a
killer sends a chilling message. FOR A KILLER’S VENGEANCE He’s still there.
And he hasn’t forgotten. For so long he’s made do with other victims, but they
can’t compare to the ones who got away. The ones who keep searching for him,
blind to the terrifying truth that they are not the hunters, but his prey . . . Praise for
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Sinister “This collaborative novel has all the tension and suspense that Jackson
fans expect. The web of family ties and secrets creates a strong plot. Readers
who enjoy shows like Criminal Minds will find the serial killer satisfyingly scary.”
—RT Book Reviews
A southern woman is tormented by murders she herself might be committing in
this psychological thriller by the #1 New York Times bestselling author. In the
dark shadows of a sultry southern town, a serial killer strikes. It's an act of sinister
precision that has happened many times before—because every victim is an
offering to a hunger that can never be sated. When Caitlyn Montgomery
Bandeaux wakes up covered in blood, she has no memory of the night before.
Only later does she learn that her estranged husband was brutally murdered…like
so many others she has known. Wanted by the police and haunted by horrifying,
fragmented memories, Caitlyn turns to Adam Hunt, the town's new psychologist.
But even as she and Adam grow closer, Caitlyn wonders how much she can trust
him. With the killer still at large, the only think she knows for sure is that those
who appear innocent are usually the most evil.
A former screen diva’s biggest fan is about to become her worst nightmare in
this psychological thriller by the #1 New York Times bestselling author. When she
wakes up, she's very cold. Colder than she's ever been in her life. She can't
move or speak. And then she sees him—the one who took her. And before she
dies, she wishes she could scream. Former movie star Jenna Hughes left
Hollywood for a remote farm in Oregon to escape the confines of fame. But
someone has followed her—an obsessed fan whose letters are shockingly
personal and deeply disturbing. And while Jenna's already shaken up by what
she's seen on paper, she'd be terrified if she knew what Sheriff Shane Carter is
investigating. It's a grizzly case that started with the discovery of a dead woman
in the woods. Now two more women are missing, one of whom bears a striking
resemblance to Jenna.
Every Serial Killer Knows. . . The vicious burns scarring the victims' flesh reveal
the agony of their last moments. Each woman was branded with a star, then
stabbed through the heart. With every death, a vengeful killer finds a brief,
blissful moment of calm. But soon it's time for the bloodshed to start again. . .
The Perfect Time. . . Ten years ago, Eva Rayburn and her sorority sisters were
celebrating the end of the school year. That party turned into a nightmare Eva
can't forget. Now she's trying to start over in her Virginia hometown, but a new
nightmare has begun. Every victim is linked to her. And Detective Deacon
Garrison isn't sure whether this mysterious woman needs investigating--or
protecting. . . To Make His Mark Only Eva's death will bring peace. Only her
tortured screams will silence the rage that has been building for ten long years.
Because what started that night at the sorority can never be stopped--not until
the last victim has been marked for death. . . Praise for the novels of Mary Burton
"A twisted tale. . .I couldn't put it down!" --Lisa Jackson on Dying Scream "Taut,
compelling. . .delivers a page-turner." --Carla Neggers on I'm Watching You "A
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chilling thriller." --Beverly Barton on Dead Ringer "Mary Burton's latest romantic
suspense has it all--terrific plot, complex and engaging protagonists, a twisted
villain, and enough crime scene detail to satisfy the most savvy suspense
reader."--Erica Spindler, New York Times bestselling author of Blood Vines
THE PAST IS NEVER TOO FAR BEHIND… When Thorne McCafferty rushes
home to the family ranch, he is thinking only about whether his sister Randi will
survive the car wreck that has put her in the hospital. He never expects that
Randi's E.R. doctor will be Nicole Stevenson. Nicole has never forgotten the
teenage passion she shared with Thorne… or the sting of his unexplained
rejection. Now she's all grown up—but he still affects her in the very same way.
Will they both be able to move beyond their pasts for a second chance at a
happy ending?
She Woke Up With A New Face. . . Not only has Marla Cahill survived a deadly
car accident, but her beautiful features have been restored through plastic
surgery. She should be grateful. Instead, she's consumed by confusion. . .and
panic. For the people gathered at her bedside--her family--are strangers. And so
is the woman whose haunted eyes stare back from the mirror. . . She Woke Up
With No Memories. . . Secluded at the magnificent Cahill mansion, Marla waits
for something to trigger recognition. Yet the only thing she's left with is the
unshakable feeling that she is not who everyone says she is, and that something
is very, very wrong. . . . . . And She Woke Up To Murder Determined to piece
together the truth of her identity, she finds herself drawn to her brother-in-law,
Nick--a man who seems both to want and despise her. And as her fractured mind
slowly clears, Marla begins to have flashes of another life. . .of cruel betrayals
and deadly secrets. Marla's life isn't just different--it's in danger, controlled by a
twisted killer who's waiting for the right moment to strike. . .the moment Marla
remembers. . .
Deep in the winter wilderness of Montana, a serial killer sets up car accidents for
women driving down secluded roads, rescues and seduces them and then ties
them to trees and leaves them to die. As the bodies pile up, Det. Selena Alvarez
and Det. Regan Pescoli search desperately for clues.
Journalist Nikki Gillette is following police officer Pierce Reed as he investigates
several killings. Each gruesome discovery unnerves Nikki a little more...there's
something familiar about it, something she should know. Now, as a serial killer
pulls her ever deeper into his sick game, she has no idea how close she's getting
to the truth--or how deadly it will be.
Deadly secrets ignite the truth about a killer in this thriller “full of exciting and
unexpected twists” from the #1 New York Times bestselling author (Fresh
Fiction). For the wealthy Buchanans, the town of Prosperity—in the shadow of
Oregon’s Cascade Mountains—has delivered everything its name promises. Not
that Cassidy Buchanan cares about money, cars, or expensive clothes—unlike her
beautiful older sister. All Cassidy wants is to ride her horses. Then her father
hires Brig McKenzie, a handsome troublemaker who ignites a storm of rivalry. By
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summer’s end, a fatal fire rages through the Buchanans’ sawmill, tearing the
family apart—and Brig disappears, presumed guilty of arson. Seventeen years
later, Cassidy has never stopped trying to uncover the truth about that terrible
crime. Now married to Brig’s brother, Chase, she’s come back to Prosperity to
find closure. Instead, she encounters a fresh nightmare. Another fire is set,
deliberate and deadly. Some view Cassidy as a suspect—others believe she’s
the target. All Cassidy knows for sure is that neither her family nor her marriage
is quite what it seems. And that her own final scream may be the last sound she
ever hears . . . Praise for Lisa Jackson and her novels “Lisa Jackson shows yet
again why she is one of the best at romantic suspense. A pure nail biter.”
—Harlan Coben, #1 New York Times bestselling author “Shiveringly good
suspense! Lisa Jackson ratchets up the tension . . . Each chapter will leave you
wondering who to trust. The answer: You don’t want to know . . .” —Lisa
Gardner, #1 New York Times bestselling author
"Previously published in an unrevised edition under the title
Intimacies"--Copyright page.
The Crimes Are Unthinkable A serial killer is turning the Big Easy into his
personal playground. The victims are killed in pairs--no connection, no apparent
motive, no real clues. It's a very sick game, and it's only just begun. The Fear Is
Real Abby Chastain left New Orleans long ago and for good reason. Now she's
back where she feels watched, as if the devil himself is scraping a fingernail
along her spine. It doesn't help that Detective Reuben Montoya is convinced
she's somehow the key to unlocking these horrible crimes--a mystery that has
something to do with Our Lady of Virtues Mental Hospital, a decaying old asylum
where unspeakable crimes were once committed, and a human predator may still
wait. The Truth Is Deadly As more bodies are found in gruesome, staged
scenarios, Montoya and Abby are in a desperate race to stop a killer whose
terrifying crimes are bringing them ever nearer to a shocking revelation. For the
past is never completely gone. Its sins must be avenged. And a twisted
psychopath is getting close enough to make them. . . Shiver
A cunning serial killer torments a New Orleans radio host in this thriller series
debut by the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Afraid to Die. A prostitute
lies strangled in a seedy French Quarter hotel room. Miles away, in a rambling
plantation house on Lake Ponchartrain, late-night radio host Dr. Samantha Leeds
receives a threatening crank call. But who would think to link the two? As more
dead bodies turn up, Samantha's ominous caller persists, along with someone
claiming to be a woman from her past—who's been dead for years. With Detective
Rick Bentz convinced that the serial killer prowling the streets is somebody close
to Samantha, she doesn't dare trust anyone. Especially not Ty Wheeler, her
seductive new neighbor who seems to know more about her than a stranger
should. Somebody has discovered Samantha's darkest secret. Somebody is
convinced that lives must be sacrificed to pay for her sins. So far, the victims
have been strangers. But as a cold-blooded killer grows bolder, Samantha
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wonders if she will be the next to die.
A serial killer terrorizing the women of Sacramento meets his match in this pulsepounding novel from New York Times bestselling author Karen Rose. There is a
serial killer on the loose, preying on vulnerable women. The only identifiable mark
the killer leaves are letters—sometimes one, sometimes two—all carved into the
torsos of his victims. Together they spell “Sydney.” When he grabs Daisy
Dawson, he believes he has found his next victim. But despite her small stature,
she fights back with an expertise that quickly frees her. Before fleeing the scene,
Daisy also manages to grab what proves to be crucial evidence: a necklace from
around the killer’s neck. The necklace is more than a trivial item—it is a link to a
cold case that Special Agent Gideon Reynolds has been tracking for seventeen
years. With Daisy’s help, Gideon finally has the opportunity to get closer to the
truth than ever before. But they might not get the chance, as the serial killer has a
new target: Gideon and Daisy.
In the still shadows of the confessional, the penitent kneels and makes a bonechilling disclosure: 'Bless me, Father, for I will sin.' Slowly, tauntingly, the man
describes his murderous past - how he stalked his victim, worked his way into her
life, and then took that life in a violent rage - and his plan to kill again. Only this
time, he has raised the stakes in his twisted game, daring authorities to catch him
if they can. This time, he has revealed the name of his next intended victim. 'I'm a
heartbreaker. And I do so love a challenge.' Agent Nick Buchanan has come faceto-face with society's worst monsters and depraved minds in his work for one of
the FBI's most elite units. He's about to take a much-needed vacation from his
high-stress job, when he's called on to stop the killer who has mockingly
confessed to the deadly crime he's going to commit. Nick can't refuse - for this
time the threat has hit close to home. The intended victim is his best friend's
sister. Soon he is caught up in an intricate chase with one of the most devious
psychopaths of his career - in a case that suddenly, unexpectedly, pulls him in
like no other.
After spending the past two years in and out of Seattle mental institutions, unable to
remember the details of her son's disappearance, Ava returns home and, secretly
visiting a hypnotist, discovers that her son may still be alive.
What if you can enter a madman’s cruel mind as he plans his vicious crimes? What if
you can see the terrified face of his prey as he moves in for the kill—but you can’t stop
his frenzy once he strikes? Psychic Cassie Neill helps the L.A. police catch killers—until
she makes a terrible mistake and an innocent child dies. Cassie flees to a small North
Carolina town, hoping that a quiet life will silence the voices that invade her unwilling
mind. But Cassie’s abilities know few boundaries. And she’s become certain—as no
one else can be—that a murderer is stalking Ryan’s Bluff. It's his fury that Cassie
senses first, then his foul thoughts and perverse excitement. Yet she doesn't know who
he is or where he will strike. The sheriff won't even listen to her—until the first body is
found exactly where and how she predicted. Now a suspect herself, she races
desperately to unmask the killer in the only way she knows: by entering his twisted
mind. Her every step is loaded with fear and uncertainty . . . because if he senses her
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within him, he’ll trap her there, so deep she’ll never find her way out.
A gripping novel of family secrets from the New York Times-bestselling author of The
Babysitter, hailed as “the new Mary Higgins Clark and J.D. Robb” (Urban Book
Reviews). HATRED LEADS TO OBSESSION . . . It’s taken time for the plan to unfold,
years spent waiting, watching, hating. And after the first victim, the killing gets easier
and easier . . . OBSESSION LEADS TO JEALOUSY . . . The Crissmans, owners of
Crissman & Wolfe department store, were once one of Portland’s most powerful
families. There’s still enough fortune left to sow mistrust between Lucy, her bohemian
sister Layla, their brother Lyle, and his grasping wife Kate. When a charity event at the
Crissman Lodge ends in a fatal poisoning, Lucy becomes a prime suspect. But the truth
is even more twisted, and Lucy can’t be sure which of her family is being targeted . . .
or who to fear. AND JEALOUSY LEADS TO MURDER . . . Renowned defense attorney
Dallas Denton has been hired to clear Lucy’s name, unaware of the secret that ties
them together or of the deep cracks in the Crissman legacy. Someone is ready to
eliminate every obstacle to get what they most covet, and prove that envy runs deeper
than blood . . . Praise for Nancy Bush and her novels “Nancy Bush always delivers
edge-of-your-seat suspense!”—Lisa Jackson, #1 New York Times-bestselling author
“Engrossing . . . twists you won’t see coming!”—Karen Rose, New York Timesbestselling author “Atmospheric . . . sure to cause shivers.”—Book Page “Bush keeps
the story moving quickly and ends with an unexpected twist.”—Publishers Weekly
A page-turning thriller packed with heart-stopping suspense. Book one is FREE right
now - Forget Me Not. Get both books before they're no longer available on Google
Play. A serial killer obsessed with recreating old horror movies. A young woman
determined to find out who killed her twin. A small town that can’t seem to catch a
break. Whitney Ross’s world is shattered when her sister, Brittany, is found murdered
in Summit Lake. Unfortunately, the police have no leads, and the killer is still casting for
several roles, including the one her sister didn’t scream quite loud enough for. But now
that Whitney is in town, there’s an option for a re-take, and the killer is determined to
get it right this time… The Summit Lake Thriller series can be read in any order. No
cliffhangers. Book List: Forget Me Not Hear Them Scream You may enjoy if you are a
fan of John Sandford, Jeffery Deaver, or Lisa Regan. Keywords: mystery, mysteries,
thrillers, cozy mysteries, conspiracy, mystery, cozy mysteries, cozy mystery books,
cozy murder mysteries, cozies, private detective, women sleuths, boots, ebooks,
vigilante justice, revenge, accounting, finance, gone girl, Gillian Flynn, Colleen, cross,
Greg Iles, James Patterson, joy fielding, sandra brown, girl on the train, paula hawkins,
women's murder club, Michael Connelly, John Grisham, Karin Slaughter, Diane Capri,
Lisa Jackson, David Baldacci, J A Jance, cj box, david baldacci, john sandford, stuart
woods, jeffrey deaver, estelle ryan, michael palmer, joanne fluke, iris johansen, stig
larson, stig larsson, jo nesbo, john lescroart, jessica knoll, brad thor, vince flynn, scott
turow, louise penny, charlaine harris, patrica cornwell, Tess Gerritsen, Lisa Scottoline,
Kathy Reichs, Lee Child, Harlan Coben, Aaron Patterson, Lisa Jackson, Heather
Graham, Ryan Casey, Sean Black, sue grafton, kendra elliot, melinda leigh, nelson
demille, michael wallace, john sandford, j d robb, nora roberts, david morell, mary
higgins clark, lee child, charlaine harris, louise penny, scott turow, bestsellers, best
sellers, finance, mystery books, auditing, money, legal thriller, crime thrillers, forensics,
whistleblower, due diligence, hard-boiled, police procedural, suspense, traditional
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british, women sleuths, true crime, romantic suspense, cozy mystery, strong female
leads, technological thriller, medical thriller, cj lyons, elizabeth george, mystery thriller,
series, noir, hard-boiled, mysteries, action adventure, suspense books, crime books,
thriller books, noir, traditional british, mysteries, thrillers, action, adventure, mysteries,
thriller stories to keep you up all night, best mystery books, best mystery novels,
mystery author, mystery series, mystery books, mystery novels, mystery novels 2014,
sweet cozy mysteries, sweet cozy mystery, murder mystery, murder mysteries, best
crime novels, crime fiction, crime thrillers, krimi, bestselling mystery books, fraud audit,
whistle blower, whodunit, mystery, action adventure, avalanche, bestselling mysteries,
bestselling thrillers, vancouver, british columbia, sunshine coast, cosy, cosies, best
sellers, the lake house, 007, detective stories, legal thriller, ebook, kindle, online books,
suspense novels, novel, crime books, crime thriller books, fiction books, courtroom
drama authors, jenny blackhurst, ann rule crime thriller, new thrillers, 2020 thrillers,
crime and thriller books, crime thriller novels, english readers, romantic thriller books,
lawyer romance books, latest thrillers, audio books thrillers, thriller ebooks, kindle
classic, classic thrillers, recent thrillers, british thriller books, books crime thrillers,
financial thrillers, lawyer romance novels, legal romance novels, thriller books pdf,
christian thrillers, latest crime thrillers, ebooks in french, pulp thriller, crime thriller, crime
books, crime thriller books, crime mystery books, suspense novels, thriller stories,
mysterious novels, top crime books, new crime thriller books, new thrillers, 2017
thrillers, murder mystery writers, latest crime thriller books, crime and thriller books,
good crime thriller books, crime writers, crime thriller novels, crime thriller books best
sellers, top crime thriller books, suspense thriller novels, thriller story books, mystery
crime books, crime books fiction, fiction crime books, latest thrillers, crime drama
books, thriller story books in english, good thriller books for young adults, good crime
mystery books, mystery and crime books, new thrillers, crime thriller authors, british
thriller books, mystery authors best sellers, detective story books, good mystery book
series, best selling crime thriller books, good books mystery suspense, crime detective
books, romantic thriller books, good mystery authors, crime thriller writers, detective
thriller movies, new mystery fiction, thriller crime books, crime novelists, crime mystery
novels, books crime thrillers, suspense books to read, new suspense novels, detective
mystery novels, fiction mystery authors, thriller ebooks, good suspense novels, crime
thriller book series, thriller crime, best selling suspense novels, books crime, most
popular detective novels, good mystery crime books, great mystery authors, detective
thriller, mystery detective novels, crime mystery thriller books, thriller bestsellers, most
popular crime books, top crime mystery books, mystery fiction authors, great detective
books, bestsellers thrillers, top crime authors, new crime thrillers, mystery crime stories,
suspense fiction books, crime mystery authors, crime detective novels, mystery fiction
stories, crime authors, crime mystery, classic thrillers, best detective thrillers, british
crime thrillers, john grisham, john grisham new book release date, new john grisham
book release date, ebook john grisham, john grisham pdf, john grisham ebooks, john
grisham books pdf, john grisham epub, john grisham books download, john grisham
books, free, freebie, bestseller, bestselling
The deadly secrets of a long-ago summer lead to a reunion with a ruthless killer in the
#1 New York Times bestselling author’s detective thriller. It starts as a prank—a way for
teenage counselors to blow off steam after a long summer at Camp Horseshoe on the
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Oregon coast. Jo-Beth Chancellor wants to give Monica O’Neal a little scare. Monica
has it coming, and no one will get hurt—so what could go wrong? Everything. Twenty
years later, Lucas Dalton, a senior detective with the sheriff’s department, is
investigating human remains discovered in a cavern on the former campgrounds. Lucas
knows the spot well. His preacher father ran the camp, and Lucas worked there that
infamous summer when two girls went missing. No one knows what happened, though
with a dangerous convict on the loose, gossip was rife that they were kidnapped, or
worse. Now seven former female counselors are coming back to the small Oregon
town—among them, Bernadette Alsace, the woman Lucas never forgot. Each one knows
something about that terrible night. Each promised not to tell. And as they reunite, a
new horror unfolds. First comes the simple, terrifying text message: YOU WILL PAY.
Then, the murders begin.
“If you like Mary Higgins Clark, you’ll love Wendy Corsi Staub.” —Lisa Jackson,
bestselling author of Devious One of the most exciting of the new breed of thriller and
suspense writers, Wendy Corsi Staub asks, “Are you ever truly safe...even in your own
home?” With Nightwatcher, the acclaimed, New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author of Hell to Pay delivers a ripped-from-the-headlines masterwork of
suspense, the first book in an electrifying new series. Intense, powerful, and
refreshingly original, Nightwatcher returns to the site of America’s worst national
nightmare—New York City on September 11, 2001—as a serial killer, plying his bloody
trade in the chaos following the 9/11 terrorist attacks, operates unnoticed by
everyone…except for one frightened woman who has seen his face. Author Lee Child
has called her work, “solid gold suspense,” and any reader who’s ever stayed up late,
devouring the novels of Lisa Jackson and Lisa Gardner with every light on in the house,
should prepare to lose even more sleep over Wendy Corsi Staub’s Nightwatcher.
“A mind boggling read with both psychological and thrilling twists” from the #1 New
York Times bestselling author of Fatal Burn (Fresh Fiction). Sister, Sister . . . As
teenagers, Cassie Kramer and her younger sister, Allie, survived a crazed fan who
nearly killed their mother, a former Hollywood actress. Still, Cassie moved to L.A. from
rural Oregon, urging Allie to follow. Yet while Cassie struggled with her acting career,
Allie, suddenly driven, rose to stardom. But now her body double has been shot onset—and Allie is missing. Crying in the Night . . . As police investigate, Cassie begins to
look like a suspect—the jealous sister who finally snapped. Soon the media goes into a
frenzy, and Cassie ends up in a Portland psych ward. Is she just imagining the sinister
figure at her bedside, whispering about Allie? Is someone trying to help—or drive her
mad? What Has Given You Such a Fright? Convinced she’s the only one who can find
Allie, Cassie checks herself out of the hospital. But a slew of macabre murders—each
victim masked with a likeness of a member of Cassie’s family—makes her fear for her
life, and her sanity. And with each discovery, Cassie realizes that no one can be trusted
to keep her safe—least of all herself . . . “With moderate gore, a hint of romance, and
many dynamic female characters, After She’s Gone is a sure bet for Jackson’s
popular blend of women’s fiction and suspense.”—Booklist
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